
OPERATION PHILAE
Rescuing the Nile's Temple

Directed by Olivier Lemaître 
Produced by Sequana Media  
 Virtual visit 360°/VR 

A 52 & 90’ documentary in 4K
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The artificial island of the Philae’s sanctuary after its rescue in 1980�
 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

When the scientists of the Egyptian expedition of Napoleon Bonaparte arrived in 1799 in 
Aswan, they discovered magnificent temples on the island of Philae. 
 
« The approach by water is quite the most beautiful. Seen from the level of a small boat, 
the island, with its palms, its colonnades, its pylons, seems to rise out of the river like a 
mirage. Piled rocks frame it in on either side, and purple mountains close up the distance. 
As the boat glides nearer between glistening boulders, those sculptured towers rise higher 
and ever higher against the sky. 
 
They show no sign of ruin or of age. All looks solid, stately, perfect. One forgets for the 
moment that anything is changed. If a sound of antique chanting were to be borne along 
the quiet air – if a procession of white-robed priests bearing aloft the veiled ark of the god, 
were to come sweeping round between the palms and the pylons – we should not think it 
strange. » 
 

Amelia B. Edwards (1831-1892), A Thousand Miles up the Nile (1876) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

 
 
 

  

 
 

 
 

The history of the sanctuary was left for centuries without anyone exploring it. In the 
19th century, Champollion is the first to read it again. Occupied since the first 
pharaonic dynasties, the island grew and developed especially under the reign of the 
Ptolemy (Greek dynasty) and the Romans. Philae has seen many ancient figures who 
wanted to leave their mark in stone as well as in Nubia. 
 
Cleopatra, the last pharaoh, plays a pivotal role in her love of Egyptian culture and its 
opening of the country to the Romans. 
 
Meaning "island of the end", Philae is also the symbol of the resistance and the fall 
of ancient Egyptian culture in the face of Christianity that will turn its temples into 
churches. There are the last written hieroglyphics. 



 

 
In 1954, Egypt launched the construction of a large "pharaonic" dam in Aswan. The 
consequence is a rising waters in Nubia that threatens twenty or so ancient temples. The 
island of Philae, already partially engulfed by a first dam may be permanently destroyed. 
 
 

 
  At the end of the 1960s, the temples of Philae about to disappear under the water. 

 
 

In coordination with UNESCO, several countries will seek a solution to help Egypt save the 
monuments of Philae. In the early 1970s, a huge project was launched to build a dam, a 
solution finally abandoned. 
 
The rescuers of the extreme will have to urgently dismantle the remains in the Nile and 
transport them to an island reconstituted in the image of Philae. An unprecedented 
operation in the history of World Heritage. 
 

 
   
 

             



   

 
 

 
Open for visits nowadays, Philae is largely an illusion: only the vestiges of the temples are 
authentic, the rest is an island rebuilt 40 years ago. How to imagine the sanctuary in its intact 
architecture and its ancient environment today engulfed? 
 
50 years after the measurements of the IGN, new analyzes and technologies make it possible 
to work on large and small scale on the remains. 
 
By crossing original site surveys and a digital scan campaign, a team of graphic designers 
and archaeologists revive the ancient aspects of the sanctuary in its original forms and 
colors. 
 
 

 

 

Images/ work in progress 3D Séquana média 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



   

 
Aerial photo digitization in photogrammetry 

 
 

Our operation embarked in southern Egypt digitization material of the remains and 
environment of the sanctuary. It returns in the footsteps of the engineers of the 1970s 
who made a first complete mapping of the site before its engulfment under the Nile. 
 
Thanks to the information collected on the methods of construction and the study of the 
remains, it is possible to go further in understanding the key monuments of ancient Egypt 
during the time of Cleopatra and the Romans. 

 
Often very degraded by nature and men, Egyptian monuments have lost their beauty. 
Thanks to the comparative archeology that crosses the remains of monuments of the 
same period and function, it is possible to imagine even very degraded buildings with their 
details (like the colors / pigments of the bas-reliefs). 
 
The evolution of techniques (ground surveys, aerial photography, ...) and the transition to 
digital technology make it possible to work on new images of architectural renditions. 



Egypt unveils a sunken sanctuary, saved in the name of Humanity 

With the promise of a trip to  Egypt  between the two  epics  periods  of an ancient 
construction and a modern rescue, we want to produce Operation Philae as a documentary 
with an original treatment for a wide and passionate audience. 

With the commemoration of 40 years of the successful rescue of Philae (March 2020), we 
have been working on this project for one year. The director has already made several trips to 
Egypt to film landscapes, temples and archaeologists. He has also found traces of former 
participants who testify to the conditions of the rescue on the ground. 

With the help of archive centers such as UNESCO or the Egyptian Antiquities Ministry, the 
archives research has to work on a step sequences are implementation of the rescue of the 
temples in the 1970s in France, IGN (National Geographical Institute) brings many documents 
to illustrate the film. 

A film with an international dimension 

The rescue of the temples of Upper Egypt and Nubia involved, in addition to UNESCO, nearly 
fifty countries sending engineers and scientists USA, France, Italy, Sweden, Egypt,  Spain, 
Netherlands, United Kingdom, Germany,... Several countries have received  back 
contemporary remains of  Philae  and  closed  temples and exposed today in museums such as 
the Louvre, Berlin or Metropolitan Museum of Art of New York. 

The production seeks to associate these institutions and to interest the chains of the countries 
concerned. The preparation of the filming also makes it possible to look for archives and 
witnesses of the operations of rescues of its countries. 

Creating 3D images for other TV productions and the press, Séquana média has several 
internal production solutions Image of synthesis (3D) as well as a mastery of the digital tools 
of postproduction (matte painting, compositing , .. ). 



  

 
 
 

 
Egypt: the call of a remote island 

 

When we visit Egypt we are fascinated by the state of conservation of many ancient sites. From 
the pyramids of Guiza to the temples of Karnak and the tombs of the Valley of Kings, the History 
of Egypt seems to be a continuation. Yet in 1954, in the name of modernization, more than 20 
temples were condemned to finish under the waters of a dam.  

Celebrating to the rescue of Philae, this film wants to take the thread of the Nile by crossing two 
epochs: that of the Pharaoh's builders and that of the Egyptologists and engineers whom have 
taken an incredible challenge in the 1970 to save a whole island. Its stake: extend the rescue 
operation by revealing the ancient shape of the ancient ruins saved from flood. 

 
 
 

Back in 1970: a breathtaking rescue in the Nile 

The thread of the film is the rescue campaign of the sanctuary of Philae (1970-1980) commented 
by alumni return to the site and illustrated by flashbacks about ancient life of the site. 

After reviewing the reasons for the construction of the Aswan dam and the first rescues by 
UNESCO, the first part launches a terrifying interrogation: how to save from an ultimate flood  an 
entire island ? How to preserve buildings of several thousand tons, tangled over the centuries 
and already partly sunk into the Nile? 

Several technical solutions where considered, and even huge other dams around the island. The 
last option came with a incredible decision: to move the temples to another island. As the 
dramatic rise of the waters, we follow with tension the rescue operation and the creation of an 
island shaped with dynamite . An atmosphere of technical epic, construction of the impossible 
and crossing trucks in a hostile environment. An operation also under the watch of Nubians at 
work on the site while seeing their land disappear under the waters of the Nile. 

We  met  former  participants  of  the  rescue  missions  (Italian, English,  French,  Egyptian,  
Americans,...). Many of these women and men, who came sometimes for the first time in Egypt, 
testify to a unique moment in their lives with this participation in a "Pharaonic rescue”. A work of 
titan made of difficult conditions (heat, mosquitoes, mud,...) to the rhythm of the rise of the Nile, 
but also with new techniques and discoveries. A human adventure in the saving of a sanctuary 
that became part of the world heritage. 

Archives from archaeological missions, UNESCO or the IGN, deliver precious pictures and movies 
to understand the great maneuvers also illustrated with 3D/CGI animations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



  

Discovering the secrets of ancient temples  

This rescue of the extreme is particularly interesting from  a cinematographic and  narrative point  
of view. Because it presents a deconstruction of a site more than 2 000 years after its edification 
in a different environment. The Nile, celebrated in antiquity and threatening in the twentieth 
century, is a mirror between the two eras. At each stage, the river returns with its reflections 
evocations of the ancient past. 

Spectacular, the rescue of Philae however stopped at a  simple displacement. The buildings  have 
not found their missing pieces, objects carried away like obelisks have not returned, nor have the 
colors of the facades been repainted. How then to have a vision of ancient splendor ? 

The construction of the temples of Philae is part of the archeological enigma. Only writings give 
some clues. By crossing them with the archaeological discoveries of other sites in Egypt and 
digital imagery, we can try to get a glimpse of Pharaonic sites. The film wants to move black and 
white images of the 19 70s to the vibrant colors of antiquity. 

We try to understand the gestures of the ancient builders. Archeology presents the materials and 
the traces of constructions which reveal us secrets of manufacture of the monuments. Experts 
are confronted with 3D animations to understand the gear and techniques of the ancient period. 

Spending a lot of  time  in  archaeological  sites,  museums  and  landscapes,  I  try  to  "feel  
history" like an ancient traveler. Throughout the film we find snapshots of the life of ancient 
Egypt (ceremony in a temple, navigation, construction sites ...) inspired by paintings and found 
objects. The human presence (figuration, 3D characters) is particularly important to capture the 
scale of landscapes and monuments. 

 
The sanctuary reborn with technology 

Thanks to the records of surveys in the 1970’s and technologies of our time, digital replicas are 
built gradually to reveal their forms. The excavations in Egypt provides important data as the  
model  of statues, polychromic walls, organization of the construction,... These evidences are 
used to build a credible hypothesis of a the complex of temples in 3D/CGI. 

Digital reconstructions of monuments and their ancient environments rely on scientific papers 
and help of historians and architects. They propose a synthesis of the most plausible hypotheses. 
The contribution of details (statues, vegetation, ...) and textures (walls, decorations, ...) is the 
result of research and shooting on archaeological sites and in museums. 

The view at the height of men and from the sky show ancient Philae in various and wonderful 
points of view. Thanks to the 3D and expert lighting, the monuments open their doors to reveal 
the life of the ancient builders. 



  

An immersion in ancient Egypt 

The film wants to show this ancient era of artistic and technical changes in which Egyptian, Greek 
and Roman engineers brought new ideas and built monuments of vast dimensions. In the course 
of our investigation, each step links us to a historical theme (quest for materials, workers' work, 
cult ceremonies,...). The construction phases of the temples allow us to discover several aspects 
of ancient culture. 

Reconstructions sequences of the past meet the men behind the construction of the temples 
and give a good representation of their scales. Specialists help us to present lively and very 
credible sequences of ancient life (interior cults, processions on the Nile, conflicts,...). 

Inspired by instruments from ancient Egypt, the soundtrack will alternate music close to the 
peaceful Nile landscapes with more sustained and modern rhythms to evoke the effervescence 
of the saving works of the 1970s. 

Following the most incredible monumental rescue operations, this film invites us to understand 
the evolution of a shrine that is today a world heritage of humanity. 
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